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Introduction

Introduction

The FDOnAir application is intended to control a small or
medium TV studio on the basis of the FD300 board. The
application allows you to play back live video (from one up
to three input channels), stills, video and audio files. The
application also provides overlaying static or animated
logotypes, running titles and other broadcasting design
elements.
The application main window contains a set of buttons for
direct control. They provide switching to one of the input
channels or displaying a default picture, enabling/disabling
a logotype or a title object. The buttons are duplicated by the
keyboard for better usability.
Other commands, which require data reading from a disk,
should be located in the schedule, where they are prepared for
execution while the previous ones are executed.
The schedule commands can be started by the operator,
successively after the previous one or at a particular time. The
application provides the ability to start several commands
simultaneously.
The FDOnAir application main window contains two schedule
tables. That allows you editing one of the schedules while the
other one is being played.
The application main window includes a topside control section,
schedule window section and file pages section. You can also
open the application Settings dialog and the Program log-book
from this window.
When launching FDOnAir, the
icon is displayed in the
System Tray of the taskbar. A click on the icon opens the
FDSoundServer window with technical information on the audio
server state. The information is necessary for the developers to
solve some problems.
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FDOnAir application main window

Figure 1. The FDOnAir application main window

The FDOnAir application main window contains three
sections. In the topside control section are located buttons
of direct control, current state indicators and also accessory,
configuration, and special buttons.
The schedule tables section is located in the left bottom part of
the application main window. It contains the schedule tables
and a set of buttons on the right.
The files pages section occupies the right bottom part of the
application main window. It contains a set of files pages with
data.

1. Topside control section
The topside control section consists of several areas: the
background area, audio mixer area, overlay area, accessory and
configuration buttons, current time and block playback time
indicators, and special buttons.
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1.1. Background area

Figure 2. Background area

The background area (Figure 2) contains buttons of direct
control, schedule items playback indicators, the corresponding
buttons of waiting for playback completion, and the Sound Off
button.
The F1, F2 buttons – Default picture 1, 2 (F1, F2)
stop the
schedule items playback and display default picture 1 or 2.
Video files playback is stopped, audio files playback continues.
One of the buttons is alight when a default picture with the
corresponding number is displayed.
The F3, F4, F5,^F3, ^F4, ^F5 buttons – Video input 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
(F3, F4, F5, Ctrl+F3, Ctrl+F4, Ctrl+F5)

stop the schedule
items playback and display the output of the corresponding
video input channel. Animated and audio files playback is
stopped. One of the buttons is alight when the video input
channel with the corresponding number is displayed. There is
also a cross-fade duration slider.
The Sound off
button stops schedule items playback and
the audio file playback. The button is available only when an
audio file is played back.
The buttons of waiting for playback completion are available
only at an item playback in the corresponding indicator. When
the button is alight and the indicator line is red, the schedule
waits for the item playback completion. When the button
is not alight and the indicator line is yellow, the following
schedule item is played back without waiting for the current
item playback completion. Pressing the Wait finish
switches the item between the two states.

button

The items playback indicator contains a command icon, file
name (if present), and time indicator. The countdown time
indicator along with the colored line growing short display the
remaining time. The count up time indicator shows the time
after an item playback completion or a command execution. The
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1.2. Audio mixer

Figure 3. Audio mixer

The FDOnAir application can control up to eight audio lines
(Figure 3): an auxiliary audio input line (microphone), the
lines of input channels 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and the line of audio
being played back. An input channel line is active when the
corresponding video channel is displayed. The audio line is
active when an animated audio file or an animated logotype
is played back. The auxiliary audio input line (microphone)
becomes active at pressing the F6 button – Auxilary audio On/
Off (F6)

execution.

or the corresponding schedule command

Each audio line has the Mute button (Mute auxiliary audio, Mute
input, Mute play audio) and the volume slider.
The Set min audio level drop-down list allows you to set a
minimum audio level from –48dB to –96dB.
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top indicator displays information on the video being broadcast,
default pictures, images from the disk and animated files. The
middle indicator displays information of the audio files being
played back. The bottom indicator displays information of other
commands, for example, pauses.

Figure 4. Overlay area

The area (Figure 4) contains the overlay direct control buttons:
●●

The F7 button – Title objects On/Off (F7)
disables title objects displaying.

●●

The F8 button – Logotype On/Off (F8)
disables logotype displaying.

enables/
enables/

The Logo/Titles fade duration slider on the right sets the fade-in
and fade-out of design elements at direct control.
Below is an indicator of titling items played full-screen, the
corresponding buttons of waiting for the playback completion
and the Clear fullscreen title
button, which cancels the items
playback. The button is available only when titles are played
full-screen.
In the overlay area are also eight control elements of the
selected title objects: F9, F10, F11, F12, ^F9, ^F10, ^F11, ^F12.

Each control element
consists of a big button
(Title object On/Off), which duplicates the corresponding key
on the keyboard, and a button opening the menu with other
commands. The menu consists of four commands – Abort play
(or a double click on the big button) that immediately stops
playback; Clear task, Reload task and Properties (see Title object
properties). The big button displays the title object type and
the current script item name. If no title object is assigned to a
control element, its both buttons are inactive. Next to the menu
button is the item playback indicator and a looping icon if the
looping option is enabled in the title object settings. If disabled,
the current item playback indicator is displayed instead of the
icon.
The two following conditions determine a title object behaviour:
whether the object is active, and whether titles displaying is
enabled. If the object is inactive, both the buttons are disabled
for use. If it is active, the small button is always available, and
the big one – only when the titles displaying option is checked.
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1.3. Overlay area

The schedule item playback can be stopped by the big button
(so-called “soft stop”). When pressed, the big button starts
blinking until the item playback completion. The Abort play
menu command or a double click on the big button aborts
playback immediately (so-called “hard stop”).

1.4. Accessory and configuration buttons
Pressing the Program settings
button opens the
Program settings dialog with information on the current
application version and the interface adjustment parameters.
On the Language tab page (Figure 5) in the drop-down list select
the interface language: Russian or English (--Default--). In the
Show messages area it is possible to specify what messages will
be displayed in the window on the right: All or Untranslated only.
Pressing the Copy to clipboard button saves messages in the
window to use them later.

Figure 5. The Language tab page

On the Font tab page (Figure 6) of the Program settings dialog it
is possible to specify a required font for the application dialogs
with the help of the Font standard dialog. The dialog is opened
with the button under the checked Use custom font check box.
On the right of the button an inscription with the font type is
displayed.
With the help of the left/right arrows under the checked
Scale windows check box it is possible to change the size of all
the application dialogs. The size in percent is displayed on the
right. The Close button closes the dialog with all the settings
saved.
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Pressing the big button switches the title object state – active/
passive.

Pressing the Settings
button in the accessory
buttons group of the application main window opens the Settings
dialog (Figure34). The Log-book
button opens the
Program Log-book dialog (see section ). The button is inactive
if the Enable log-book option is disabled in the Settings dialog
(Figure 44).
The current time indicator, block time indicator, and special
buttons used at a schedule items playback are described in
Schedule tables section.
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Figure 6. The Font tab page

Schedule tables section

Schedule tables section

Figure 7. Schedule tables section

The schedule tables section includes:
●● the schedule tables;
●● the Current time and Block remain time indicators;
●● the schedule editing buttons;
●● the playback editing buttons.
Note:

The current version of the application provides vertical scrolling of the
schedule tables by the mouse scroll wheel!

1. Schedule commands
A schedule presents a table with a list of commands and
includes the following columns:
, the next item
playback indicator, its background indicates the
schedule item state: pause
/start
;
●● State;
●● Start time, the tool tip displays the date and time of a
schedule item playback start;
●● Start line, double click cell to set

●● Next command simultaneously
●● Length;

●● Crossfade duration

;

;
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●● Logotype On/Off

logotype;

– click it to enable/disable a

– click it to enable/disable titling;
●● a column with a command icon;
●● Name;
●● Titling On/Off

an insertion/deletion indicator

.

1.1. Wait commands
A wait command determines when a block of items is started.
The window contains the following wait commands different in
the icon displayed in the State column:
●●

– the Wait operator command (wait for
pressing the Start button). The command start time is
equal to the ending time of the previous block or to the
real time.

●●

–the Wait previous command
(immediately after the previous block). The command
start time is equal to the ending time of the previous
block or to the real time. The two commands can be
switched with clicking on their icons.

●●

– a command of the
passive start by particular time. The command delays
a schedule playback until the specified time.

●●

– a command of the active
start by particular time. If at the approach to the
specified time a schedule item is definitely located in
the previous block, the command remits it to itself
and starts the next item at the specified time. It is
impossible to start an item by the time of another
schedule.

1.2. Start commands

The two commands can be switched by clicking on their icons.
The background color of the active start by particular time
corresponds to the schedule state: yellow – pause, green –
playback. After the start time it is white. A left click on it opens
a time editing dialog (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Time editing dialog

In the Hours/Min/Sec fields of the dialog you can specify required
time. After pressing the Ok button, the new value is displayed
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●●

in the Start schedule column.
The Length column displays the difference between the current
time and the start time. If the value is negative, the field is
displayed red.

When playing an AVI file, you can specify the duration of a
current clip in the Trim Editor dialog (Figure 9). The dialog is
opened with a left click on the white field of an AVI file duration
in the schedule.

Figure 9. An AVI file duration editing dialog

You can simultaneously shift (by a required value) the start
time of several schedule items, which should be started by a
particular time. The Time shift
button is intended for this
purpose. Pressing the button opens the Set time shift dialog
(Figure 10), where the shift value is set in the Hours, Min,
Sec fields, and the sense of the shift (increase or decrease the
edited values) is set with the +/- button. The shift is performed
for all the items started by a particular time and located in
the current editing position and below, down to the schedule
end. The start time of the schedule items included in the
corresponding blocks is also changed.
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In the Cross-fade column specify the time (prior to the specified
active start time), at which a schedule item should be remitted.

Let us consider an example of editing the start time of a
schedule items. Examine an initial schedule in Figure 11,
and the schedule in Figure 12, in which the time was shifted
back by five hours and a half. Note that the start time
(16:20:00.00) of the schedule items located in the block is not
changed because an item started by a particular time at the
beginning of the block is located above the current editing
position. The blocks started at 16:30:00.00 and 16:45:00.00 were
changed: their start time became 11:00:00.00 and 11:15:00.00
respectively.

Figure 11. Time shift setting in the schedule
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Figure 10. The Set time shift dialog

Schedule tables section

Figure 12. Schedule with the time shift set

1.3. Summary information line
The summary information line displays the block ending time
and its entire duration:
If the following block is started by a particular time, the
difference between the current block ending time and the start
time of the following one is displayed in the Name column of
the schedule. The field is red if the value is negative. In that
case, the start time of the items which have no time to be
executed before the start of the following block is displayed on
a pink background. An example of such a schedule is shown in
Figure 13.

Figure 13. Example of the schedule

1.4. Schedule items
The rest of the schedule items are divided into two classes.
Audio and animated files, animated logotypes and title scripts
have their particular duration. The duration of other items
is only a pause before the following item playback and can
be specified arbitrarily. The Length field of such items has a
yellow background, it means that this value can be edited:
.
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The Length fields of the commands with fixed duration
can be either white (a mouse click on it opens the Mark In/
Mark Out parameters editing dialog) or gray (neutral):
.

figure:

Schedule tables section

The commands with fixed duration have an active field of a
simultaneous start with the following command. At a mouse
click, an arrow on a blue background appears in the field, the
command duration is displayed in brackets, as shown in the
.

That means that the following item is not to wait for the
playback completion of an item with a fixed duration. The
ability allows you to start simultaneous playback of several
items. The playback indicator of such an item has a yellow
indicator line instead of a red one in the top section.
Note:

The duration of such an item is not considered when calculating
the duration of the block. The execution of the item can be canceled
by any conflicting item playback or with the special Sound off
button.

The Wait all finished
button on the right toolbar is intended
to wait for the completion of such items playback. In a schedule
the command is used as a pause, which sets its duration in
order to be stopped simultaneously with the last item ‘played
back at will’.
The Cross-fade duration can be specified for a logotype and
background image items, but with different meanings. For a
logotype the value sets the fade in/fade out duration. For a
background image the value sets the duration of a cross-fade
from one background image to another.

88 Important: The Cross-fade duration should not exceed a value equal to

the previous file duration minus 1 second, but no more than 9
seconds.
When specifying values, the following abbreviations are
allowable: «.1» – a split second or frame, «1» – second, «1:»
– minute, «1::» – hour.
The Play next command simultaneously
command (Figure 14)
is set in the schedule when several files are played
simultaneously. For not looped objects the option must be
enabled for the first file in the schedule. After pressing the
button, you can specify the playback delay
time of the next command in the Name schedule field.
Wait all finished
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If the specified value is incorrect, the total length values in the
Length column is negative and the corresponding field in the
schedule is displayed red, as shown in the figure above.
When working with title objects, the Wait title object
button
on the corresponding file tab page is used to specify a delay (see
Title objects files page). A field with a negative time value is
displayed red only at the schedule execution (Figure 14).

Figure 15. Example of a schedule for title objects

1.5. Comments for commands
The FDOnAir application provides typing comments for the
Wait operator, Wait particular time (passive and active), Wait previous
(see Wait commands, Start commands) commands into the
Name column fields. The comments are saved with the schedule
and displayed at the prepared schedule start from a file, as
shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 14. Example of a schedule with negative time

Schedule tables section

Figure 16. Schedule with comments

2. Schedule states of editing and playback
The two schedule tables can be switched to the state of either
playback or editing. The playback table is marked by a red
arrow in the top left corner. A red arrow
in the first field
and red background
of the first field(s) of the line
show the next item to be played back. The location of the line
is set by a double click in the first column. The items above it
are displayed gray in the Start field. First item under the line
is being prepared for playback, and the LOAD then READY
inscriptions are displayed in the State column. If the schedule
is not paused and does not wait for any command, the item is
executed and the line goes down. If an error occurs, the ERROR
inscription is displayed in the State column.
The other window also keeps the state of playback but displays
it gray. The location of the line is set by a double click in the
first column. For this purpose, it is necessary to enable the
Switch active schedule by double click option in the General page of
the Settings dialog.
The edited window is marked by the
arrow in the top right
corner. An arrow in the last column and green background
of the line last columns display the state of editing. In either
window the location of that line is set by a mouse click in the
last column. Editing is possible in the entire schedule not
depending on the state. All the editing operations such as
schedule clearing, loading from a file and saving to a file are
performed in the edited window.
The big indicator shows the system current time. The
Block remain time indicator displays the remaining time of the
played block.
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3. Design control

The Enable titles
column is intended to enable/disable title
objects displaying. The commands of loading and cancellation
of a task, switching on/off an object with the specified name are
used for title objects control (see Creating and using titles).

4. Schedule editing buttons
In the application main window on the right of the schedule is
located a toolbar. The buttons of the toolbar are used to perform
the general functions of editing and adding items (which do not
require specifying the file name) to the schedule:
●●

Keep Start line visible – when the button is pressed,
the visible part of the schedule is automatically
shifted, keeping the start line in the window;

●●

Insert after current – sets Insert editing mode;

●●

Replace current – sets Replace editing mode;
Delete item – deletes an item;

●●

Wait operator – performs start by the operator;

●●
●●

●●

●●

●●
●●

Wait particular time – performs start by particular

time;

Wait previous – performs immediate start after the

previous one;
6;

Video input 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 – video input 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
Pause – adds a pause to the schedule;

Wait all finished – waits for all the previous items
playback completion;

●●

Default picture 1 – default picture 1;

●●

Default picture 2 – default picture 2;

●●

Repeat current block – inserts the command of a
current schedule block repetition into the schedule;

●●

Repeat schedule – inserts the command of the
entire schedule repetition into the schedule;
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The Logotype resolution
column is used to control displaying a
logotype, where you can set the commands of a logotype start,
stop and state saving by sequential clicks. In the latter case,
the logotype gray icon in the column means that it is to be
displayed due to the previous commands.

●●

●●

●●

Auxiliary audio on/off – switches on/off the

microphone;
schedule;

Save/Clear schedule – saves/clears the

Check errors – checks errors; at schedule loading

all the files not found are marked by the
icon.
Pressing the button scans the schedule again and
deletes the Error mark from the found files.
Time shift – opens the Set time shift dialog for

specifying a playback delay time when the the
Wait particular time command is used.

5. Playback control buttons
The Take (Enter)
button cancels the schedule pause
and executes the next schedule item, if it is ready. The button is
duplicated by the Enter key on the keyboard.
The Pause schedule
button pauses the schedule
execution, not having effect on the schedule items being
executed. Pressing the button cancels automatic execution
of the next schedule item. Releasing the button resumes the
normal process of the schedule execution. The button begins
blinking during the last schedule item execution, which signals
about the forthcoming completion of the playback.
Note:

It is necessary to cancel the pause when the schedule is loaded if the
playback is to be started by a specified time.

The Switch active schedule (Ctrl+Tab)
button switches the
active schedule. The active schedule is paused. The following
options corresponding to switching should be enabled on the
General tab page of the Settings dialog (Figure 34):
●● Switch active schedule by double click – switches the active
schedule by the left double click;
●● Move edit position to active schedule – moves the edit
position to the active schedule table;
●● Clear logotype/titles when switch schedule – disables
logotype/titles at switching the schedule.

5.1. Special buttons
The first frame displaying button
is active
when the Show first frame of the item ready to start option is checked
on the General tab page of the Settings dialog (Figure 34). A
bright color of the button indicates that the option is enabled.
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●●

The first frame of the material ready for playback will be
displayed, if no schedule items are played back and the
schedule is paused or in wait. If the displayed frame was
replaced by pressing the buttons of direct control, pressing the
button restores the frame.
If the Show first frame of the item ready to start option is enabled
on the General tab page of the Settings dialog (Figure 34), the
FDOnAir application provides a mode of working with the
external mixing console. On the GPI tab page of the Settings
dialog (Figure 37) set a GPI event – to click the Start button.
In that case, the playback of a ready block of items is started
by clicking the Start button on the external mixing console, as
described below.
The first click on the button starts playback of a ready block of
items (Figure 17).

Figure 17. Playback of the first block of items

When playback is finished, the application pauses (Figure 18)
and waits for the Start command. At that, the monitor displays
the last frame of the block of items that was played back.

Figure 18. Waiting for start

By clicking the Start button on the external mixing console the
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5.2. First frame displaying

Files pages section

operator starts preparing the next advertising block (Figure 19)
– the monitor displays its first frame. The second click on the
button starts the playback of the second block.

Figure 19. The second advertising block start
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Figure 20. Files pages section

The files pages section is located in the right bottom corner of
the application main window (Figure 1). Files pages are divided
into the following groups:
●●

PostPlay – pages with PostPlay files;

●●

Pictures – pages with image files;

●●

Movies – pages with movie files;

●●

Sound files – pages with audio files;

●●

●●

Pictures with Alpha – pages with images with

transparency;

Movies with Alpha – pages with movies with

transparency;

Title scripts – pages with title script files;

●●
●●

files;

Title objects – pages with title objects and task

●●

Custom commands – custom commands pages;

●●

Schedules – pages with schedule files.

Each page displays files of one particular type. Double-click on
a file name to add the file to the schedule.
Note:

The current version of the application provides vertical scrolling of a
tab page with files by the mouse scroll wheel!

On the top of each tab page with files is a section with the files
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Files pages section

type icon and the following buttons:

●●

Refresh – refreshes the tab page contents;
View mode – opens a menu for selecting the
required view mode: Large icons, Small icons, List, Details.
The buttons are duplicated by commands of the local
menu opened by a right click on the tab page area.
The Details command displays columns with detailed
information on the file (Figure 21): Name, Duration,
Start, Finish, Logo, Titles, Block. A click on the heading of
a column arranges the files by the selected parameter.

Figure 21. List of files arranged by name
●●

●●

Find – opens and closes a text field for a file quick

searching on the files tab pages.

Customize – opens/closes the tab page editing
section (see section ).

The Pictures and Movies files pages contain two additional
buttons each: Logo mode and Title mode, which set the logotype
and titles modes. A click on either of the buttons opens a menu
with state commands:
●● Not specified – logotype/title state is not specified, the
and

buttons are inactive;

●● Logotype/Titling On

– logotype is on, the

is available; titles are enabled – the
available;
●● Logotype/Titling Off

– logotype is off, the

is inactive; titles are disabled – the
inactive.

button
button is
button
button is
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●●

Files pages section

1. Tab page editing section

Figure 22. Tab page editing section

The files tab page editing section (Figure 22) is opened by
pressing the Customize
button and contains the Page name
field. A name of the files page is typed in the field, and then it is
displayed in the tab heading of the files tab page.
In the File filter field all the admissible extensions of the current
file type are enumerated. The full path to the files of the current
files page is displayed on the right of the Set folder
The Move right/Move left
the current files page tab.

button.

buttons change the location of

The New page
button adds a new tab with the
same parameters as of the current one.
The Delete page

button deletes the current tab.

2. PostPlay files page
On the PostPlay files page (Figure 23) are tabs with PostPlay
clips created in the FDPostPlay application, which are added to
the schedule to be played back at a specified time. A required
clip in the list is added to the schedule by a right double click.
The

icon is used to tag the clips type.

The PostPlay tab editing section (Figure 23) is different from the
ones of other pages. It does not contain a field with possible file
extensions and has two additional fields: RPM Server and RPM
Storage (Figure 23).
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If a storage name is not specified in the RPM Storage field, the
RPM fragments from all the storages of the specified RPM
server are automatically displayed on the current tab page. At
that, the storage name is displayed in the clip names in the list,
for example, Storage1\clip001, where Storage1 – the storage
name. Otherwise, the clips are named simply as clip001.
The required server on a local or remote computer is selected
in the drop-down list in the RPM Server field. The state of the
remote computer (Connected or unavailable) is displayed in the
top part of the editing section, for example: The RPC server is
unavailable.
It is convenient to create a separate files tab page for each
computer.

88 Important: When FDOnAir is working with PostPlay clips from remote

storages, it is necessary to provide uninterrupted connection
with all the remote servers. Especial care is required when clips
are played bask. In case of disconnection or faulty operations of
a remote RPM server, the FDOnAir application can buzz, the
schedule execution being stopped.
Remote storages are adjusted on the RPM tab page of the
Settings dialog (see PostPlay server settings).
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Figure 23. The PostPlay files page

Figure 24. The Pictures files page

The Pictures files page contains the
and
buttons,
which set the mode of logotype and titles (see section ), and
fields for specifying the command and cross-fade duration.
Files with the *.tga;*.bmp;*.dib;*.jpg;*.png;*.422 extensions are
supported, they are tagged with the
icon.
Note:

When creating a new page, the buttons enabling logotype and titles
displaying should be in the Not specified mode:

and

.

4. Movies files page

Figure 25. The Movies files page

The Movies files page contains an edit box for specifying the
cross-fade duration of the files added to the schedule by a
double click and the
and
buttons setting the logotype
and titles behaviour (see section ).
Note:

When creating a new page, the buttons enabling logotype and titles
displaying should be in the Not specified mode:

and

.
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3. Pictures files page

Files with the *.avi;*.tml;*.mpg;*.mpeg;*.mpv;*.m2v;*.m2p;*.
mp2 extensions are supported. Files can be tagged with one
of the following icons:

– AVI/MPEG file,

audio in a separate WAV file,
audio,

– AVI file with

– AVI/MPEG file without

– invalid AVI/MPEG file,

– *.tml files.

Files pages section

5. Sound files page

Figure 26. The Sound files page

On the Sound files page files with the *.wav; *.tml extensions are
displayed, they are tagged with the
icon.
The Sound off
schedule.

button adds the sound off command to the

6. Custom commands files page

Figure 27. The Custom commands files page

The Custom commands files page displays the GPI control
commands specified in the GPI tab page (Figure 37) of
the Settings dialog (see GPI settings). Besides, you can
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add commands to the list by the New command

and

buttons. The commands are tagged with
the following icons:
– an input signal,
– an output signal.
A message text for the commands is edited in the bottom part of
the page.
New wait command

The Execute command
button executes a command without
adding it to the schedule.

7. Schedules file page

Figure 28. The Schedules files page

The Schedules files page contains two buttons of adding and
replacing a schedule. The buttons are used for the following
purposes:
The Insert to schedule by double click button, when pressed,
becomes green
, which allows you to add the selected *.air
file contents to a current schedule by a double click on the file
name.
The Replace schedule by double click button, when pressed,
becomes yellow
, which allows you to replace the current
schedule with a selected *.air file contents by a double click on
the file name.
You can insert/replace a schedule in all the tabs of the Schedules
file page.
Files with the *.air extension are supported; they are tagged
with the

icon.

Working with the *.air files is described in more detail in the
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A double click on a command name adds it to the schedule. At a
command execution, the correctness of the process is checked. If
an error was found, the application displays an error message.
A GPI command is displayed in the schedule without the signal
name, which is usually displayed in the tool tip.

Creating and using titles

appendix (see FDOnAir schedule files).
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But for effective playback of multilayer titles, it
is recommended to use «new» titles created in
the FDTitleDesigner application included in the
ForwardT Software package. It is also recommended to create
a separate tab page for each title object (see Title objects files
page) with its name. All the tasks for the current title object
that can be loaded by the operator or according to the schedule
are displayed on such a tab page.

1. Working with «new» titles
Title objects are created in the FDTitleDesigner application
and saved to a title project with the *.SLTitleProj extension.
The FDTitleDesigner application is included in the
ForwardT Software package. Creating a project is described in
more detail in the FDTitleDesigner User’s Guide.
To use title objects in the FDOnAir application, perform the
following operations:
1. Check the Use as foreground (title) server option on the
Configuration tab page (Figure 35) of the Settings dialog (for
more detail, see Configuration settings).
2. Set the title project file on the Title objects tab page of the
Settings dialog (see Title objects settings).
3. When a title project is selected, select a title object to be
used as a logotype (controlled with the F8 key) and title
objects to be controlled by Title objects 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
control elements (the F9 – ^F12 keys).
4. Check the Auto-assign first eight objects from file option on the
Title objects tab page of the Settings dialog (see Title objects
settings). That provides automatically selecting first eight
objects (except logotype) in the project to be controlled with
the Title objects 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 control elements at loading
a title project. If the option is disabled, a title element with
the previous name is assigned to each control element at
loading a title project file. If there is no title element with
such a name, the inscription Absent is displayed in the
configuration section of the control element.
Thus, after title objects are assigned to the F9, F10, F11, F12
buttons, they are controlled directly by the buttons (see Overlay
area). Besides, it is possible to assign a separate file tab to
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The FDOnAir application supports (since version 1.7)
simultaneous playback of several (multilayer) titles (so-called
«new» titles). The Pictures with Alpha, Movies with Alpha and
Title scripts files pages (see Files pages for working with «old»
titles) support working with «old» titles providing images, video
(AVI files) and rollcrawls displaying.

each title object on the Title objects tab page (see Title objects
files page) and add the object control commands to the script
or to immediately load a new task file into the object with the
Load object task immediately

button.

2. Title object properties

Creating and using titles

The Properties option in a title object menu (see Overlay
area) opens a dialog with properties of the title elements of
a current title project. Figure 29 presents a list of properties
of the Crawl&Pict title object consisting of two elements. The
corresponding tab pages of the dialog display properties of the
Picture and RollCrawl title elements of an object created in the
FDTitleDesigner application (see the FDTitleDesigner User’s
Guide).

Figure 29. Title object properties

There are title elements properties, changing of which results
in reloading the title task, and is prohibited by default.
Such properties are marked gray in the dialog. Accordingly,
properties marked black in the dialog can be adjusted in the
real time mode if necessary.
The user can view or/and edit any property of any title element,
having created a special inscription in the registry.
You can enable the title elements properties editing in the
Windows registry:
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\SoftLab-NSK\FDTitle\RunTimeFlags\
[ElementName]\[PropertyName], where:
[ElementName] – a title element internal name, for example,
RollCrawl or Logotype. [PropertyName] – a property internal name
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(properties are saved to a configuration file under the name, for
example, Size, Name or VAlignment).
Here the two following variables can be specified:
●● Editable (REG_DWORD) with values 0/1 – disabling/
enabling the current property editing;
●● NonBrowsable (REG_DWORD) with values 0/1 –
disabling/enabling the current property view.

88 Important: Changing of the title elements properties prohibited by the

3. Title objects files page
The editing section of the Title objects files page (Figure 30) is
different from a standard one (see Tab page editing section).
It includes the Title object field with a drop-down list of the title
objects presented in the title project (see Creating and using
titles). It is recommended to create a separate tab with the
corresponding name for each title object. The tab page displays
all the tasks for the current title object that can be loaded by
the operator or according to the schedule.

88 Important: Tab pages assignment to objects with particular names is NOT
changed automatically at switching a title project.

Figure 30. The Title objects files page

The name of the corresponding object is specified on the
Title objects files page (Figure 30). You can also select image,
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developers for editing in the real time mode can lead to
unpredictable results and disturb the operation of the playback
system.

video and STP files for playback. A double click on a file adds a
task loading command to the schedule. The Title object On
and Title object Off
additional buttons add commands of
a title object switching on/off with the specified duration and
fade-in/fade-out parameters to the schedule. The Load object task
immediately

button immediately loads a selected title object

for playback. The Wait title object
button adds a command of
waiting for the previous title object playback completion to the
schedule if the looping option is not enabled in its parameters.
button adds a task cancel command to

The tabs of the Title objects files page support files according
to the title object type. For example, a tab page with movies
displays AVI files tagged with the
icon, and a tab page
with the configured Clock contains files with the *.clc extension
tagged with the

icon.

4. Files pages for working with «old» titles
The Pictures with Alpha, Movies with Alpha and Title scripts files pages
support working with «old» titles providing images, video (AVI
files) and rollcrawl displaying.

Figure 31. The Pictures with Alpha files page

The Pictures with Alpha files page (Figure 31) contains edit boxes
for specifying the command and cross-fade durations. The Clear
button allows you to switch off a full-screen
title, pressing on the button adds a title cancel command to the
schedule. Parameters of the cancel command (the command
duration, cross-fade duration) and the Add after file check box
(adding the command after each file) are available to adjust
here.
fullscreen title

Files with the *.tga;*.bmp;*.dib;*.jpg;*.png;*.422 extensions are
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The Abort object task
the schedule.

supported. They are tagged with the

icon.

Figure 32. The Movies with Alpha files page

schedule with a double click. The Clear fullscreen title
button
allows you to switch off a full-screen title, pressing on the
button adds a title cancel command to the schedule. Parameters
of the cancel command and the Add after file check box (adding
the command after each file) are available to adjust here.
Files with the *.avi, *.tml extensions are supported. They are
tagged with the
icon.

Figure 33. The Title scripts files page

The Title scripts files page (Figure 33) contains an edit box for
specifying the cross-fade duration of the files added to the
schedule with a double click. The Clear fullscreen title
button
allows you to switch off a full-screen title; pressing on the
button adds a title cancel command to the schedule.
Files with the *.spt extensions are supported. They are tagged
with the
icon.
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The Movies with Alpha files page (Figure 32) contains an edit box
for specifying the cross-fade duration of the files added to the

Settings dialog

Settings dialog

1. Application General settings

Figure 34. The General tab page of the Settings dialog

You can check the following options on the General tab page of
the application Settings dialog (Figure 34):
●● Don’t alter audio mixer on start – the audio mixer state will
not be changed at the application start;
●● Show video input 1 on start – video signal from Input 1
will be displayed at the application start;
●● Show video input 1 on exit – video signal from Input 1
will be broadcast at the application exit;
●● Show first frame of the item ready to start – the first frame
of the item ready to start is displayed on the monitor;
●● Switch active schedule by double click – a double click on
the inactive schedule switches it to the active state;
●● Move edit position to active schedule – moves the active
schedule to the editing position;
●● Clear logotype/titles when switch schedule – clears logotype/
titles at script switching;
●● Unpause schedule when start set to Wait time – cancels
pause when setting start at the Wait particular time
command;
●● Add/Remove Wait all finished command for asynchronous

items – automatically adds/removes the Wait all finished
command at adding/removing the Wait previous

command for asynchronous items;
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– hides
the storage prefix in the clip name in the schedule;
Confirm exit from application – opens the dialog with
confirmation for closing at the application exit;
Scale images to screen size – scales automatically all the
images and video (MPEG, AVI files) to the screen size;
Skip bad schedule items – if there is an invalid item in
the schedule, the application skips it and plays back
the next one; the option is disabled by default;
Confirm clear schedule – displays a confirmation request
at the attempt to clear the schedule;
Enable <Enter> key as hotkey for Start button – allows you
to use the <Enter> key as the «hot» key for the Start
command; the option is enabled by default;
Stop sound file on start of input video – disables an audio
file playback simultaneously with a video signal from
a video input. The audio file playback will be stopped
at the start of an input video stream;
Stop sound file on start of video file – disables
simultaneous playback of video and audio files. An
audio file playback will be stopped at the start of a
video file playback.

●●
●●
●●

●●
●●

●●

●●

2. Configuration settings

Figure 35. The Configuration tab page

On the Configuration tab page (Figure 35) select required FD300
devices for video and audio input in the Video device and
Audio device drop-down lists.
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●● No storage prefix in RPM clips names in schedule

The current version of the application provides launching
several occurrences of FDOnAir and working with them on
the same FD300 board (see Simultaneous operation of several
application occurrences on the same FD300 board). All the
started occurrences can work with both «old» and «new» titles
(see Creating and using titles) created in the FDTitleDesigner
application.

88 Important: When working with several FDOnAir occurrences operating in

the title server mode, all the title elements in the title projects
created in the FDTitleDesigner application must have different
values of Z order.

Check the Use as background (video) server option for the
application to operate in the background server mode. In
the Server memory parameter field specify audio and video
buffering depth on the basis of 40 MB of memory per 1 sec. The
recommended server memory buffer size is 40 MB. Decreasing
the memory buffer size to 20 MB (~0,5 sec) can result in video
and audio playback interrupt if there are unpredictable
delays (0,5 sec or more) during the OS Windows operation
(for example, at access to the SWAP file). There is no point
in specifying the value of buffering depth of more than 1 sec.,
because such delays practically do not occur.

88 Important: After the parameters are adjusted, click the Apply changes
button to save them!

In more detail about working with several FDOnAir
occurrences launched on the same FD300 board, see
Simultaneous operation of several application occurrences on
the same FD300 board.

2.1. Working in the title server mode
Check the Use as foreground (title) server option to work with both
«new» or «old» titles (see Creating and using titles). To work
with «old» titles, specify the Fullscreen object memory parameter
value at 30-60 MB. It corresponds to the buffering depth from
0,5 to 1 sec.

88 Important: If the Fullscreen object memory is 0, the FDOnAir application does
not support «old» titles playback.

To work with «new» titles created in the FDTitleDesigner
application, it is necessary to load a title project with the help of
the Title objects tab options of the Settings dialog (see Title objects
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Only one FDOnAir occurrence can be used in the background
server mode for displaying live video, default pictures, or AVI
files.

settings).
The title server mode provides two options: Internal mixer and
External mixer (used with YUV/RGB+Key modes).
Enabling the Internal mixer option provides using an optimized
algorithm of video data processing in the FD300 board.
In that case, with the help of applications included in the
ForwardT Software package the board performs video data
input and output using the FDCapture and PostPlay Video In
applications and operates with the help of FDOnAir as an
overlay server. At that, it is impossible to set the YUV+sKey,
nsRGB+Key, ns(Key on Y)UV+sY signals at the board output, as
the signal comes to the board in the Premultiplied colors format.

Tip: It is strongly recommended to use the Internal mixer mode as
the most optimal with relation to economy of the computer
resources.

Mixing by the external mixer is used in case the FD300 board
operates only as a title generator and its output signal must
be in the Non-premultiplied colors. Select one of the video
signals with Key: YUV+sKey, nsRGB+Key, ns(Key on Y)UV+sY in
the Analog Video Output drop-down list on the Output tab page
of the FDConfiguration application. At that the background
image from the video server is not used, so it is recommended
to disable the Use as background (video) server option. It allows
you to economize the computer resources necessary to operate
in the external mixing mode, as the computer needs much more
resources at the External mixing (used with YUV/RGB+Key modes)
option enabled than at mixing in the board.
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3. Input settings

Figure 36. The Input settings tab page

On the Input settings tab page (Figure 36) video inputs and
auxiliary audio are adjusted.

4. GPI settings

Figure 37. GPI ports settings
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The FDOnAir application can be controlled externally. The
GPI tab of the Settings dialog (Figure 37) sets the application
reaction to the GPI signals to input or output.
At the software installation 8 GPI signals are assigned to
COM ports 1-4 by default. It is planned to add GPI signals for
connected devices, for example, for audio mixing console and
others in the application next versions.
A list of signals used by the application is displayed in the
window of the tab page. On the left of the signal name is an
icon according to the signal state:
– successfully open to
output,
– successfully open to input,
– error at opening.

●●

Add input GPI – creates a new input signal; a click
on the button opens a list of free signals, where the
required one is selected;

●●

Add output GPI – creates a new output signal, a
click on the button opens a list of free signals, where
the required one is selected;

●●

Move up/down – moves signals upward and

●●

downward in the window;

Delete GPI – deletes a signal.

In the Action drop-down list assign actions for the input signals:
●● No action – no action performed;
●● Start prepared – execute the next command (the same
as pressing the Start button);
●● Video input 1 – video input 1;
●● Default picture – default picture;
●● Logotype On/Off – switching logotype on/off;
●● Titles On/Off – switching titles on/off;
●● Pause schedule – pause the schedule playback (the
same as pressing the Pause schedule button);
●● Show 1 st frame – display the first frame;
●● Wait command – wait command.
Active state parameter of input signal (0 or 1) is set in the
Active state field with the button pressing or releasing. The delay
duration of an output signal is set in the Duration, ms field. The
wait command title and output signal command are set in the
Command title field.
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The Properties button opens a dialog for adjusting a signal.
Buttons on the right perform the following actions:

4.1. Working with DSC audio mixing console

Figure 38. Scheme of DSC connection

The current software provides the two GPI input signals in
FDOnAir: DSC_Input_Preview and DSC_Input_Program (Figure 39).

Figure 39. Signals at the DSC connection

In the GPI Property Settings dialog (Figure 40) a mixer input is
selected for each command. Changing of its status will lead
to generation of GPI and COM port number on the computer
with the DSC control console connected. The GPI Name field
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The FDOnAir application provides working with the control
console (keyboard) of the output broadcast mixer/video switcher
of the DSC series (DSC545 and others) with the help of GPI
signals. The control console and its software should provide the
DSC status transmitting through RS-232. A connector intended
for this purpose should be connected through the corresponding
cable to one of the COM ports of the computer having the
FDOnAir application installed. The scheme of connection is
presented in Figure 38.

displays the name of the command, the parameters of which are
adjusted.

The first button on the audio mixing console is assigned for the
DSC_Input_Program command start by default (Figure 40). There
are 16 buttons on the console. Select any button from the rest
for the DSC_Input_Preview command (Figure 41).

Figure 41. Selecting a button for the DSC_Input_Preview command

Let us consider an example of the GPI usage, when an
FDOnAir output signal goes to one of the DSC device inputs.
This very channel (its number) is specified in the GPI settings.
For advertising blocks playback, Show 1 st frame is assigned by
default as an action for the DSC_Input_Preview command, and
Start prepared – for DSC_Input_Program. In other cases you can
select any action in the Action drop-down list.
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Figure 40. the DSC settings

If a schedule is used with GPI (Figure 42), the first frame of
the block is displayed on the control monitor while the stopped
schedule waits for the command to continue playing back when
selecting the corresponding DSC input. The schedule playback
will be continued, when the input is assigned to the broadcast.
When the script is paused at the wait command, one FDOnAir
input is replaced with another, GPI switches the input to
Preview, and the control monitor displays the first frame of the
next block.

5. Title objects settings

Figure 43. The Title objects settings

The Title objects tab page parameters (Figure 43) of the Settings
dialog assign a title project, a logotype and eight control
elements to the title objects with the specified names.
The Auto-assign first eight objects from file option automatically
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Figure 42. Schedule with the DSC connected

assigns the objects from a project to the first eight elements
in the Title objects 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 (F9 – ^F12) configuration.
Logotype is assigned in the Logotype (F8) field.
For not-looped title objects the Start next option is checked to
play back objects by turns. In the drop-down list select the
number of the title object, after which the current object will be
played back.
Pressing the Title project button opens the standard Open dialog
box for selecting a title project created in the FDTitleDesigner
application. The Clear button deletes information about the file.
Each control element can be automatically assigned either to
an arbitrary name (see Configuration settings) or to a name
selected in the drop-down list with the title objects of the
current title project. When the name is absent in the project,
the inscription Absent is displayed.
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6. Log-book settings

Figure 44. The Log-book settings

The FDOnAir application provides logging all actions of the
operator during the application session, messages about
schedule playback completion, and some technical information
for debugging. All the information is displayed in the Program
log-book window(Figure 52).
On the Log-book tab page (Figure 44) of the application settings
you can enable/disable logging information to the log-book
by checking the Enable log-book option. If the option is on,
information is logged to a text file named air[date].log after
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launching the application. In the file name, date is the date
of the file creation displayed in the [month:date] format, for
example, air1116.log. The file is saved by default to the folder
with the started FDOnAir occurrence. It is also possible to
select another folder for this purpose. Click on the Logs folder
button to open the standard dialog of files saving, where a
folder for the log-file is selected. All the logged information
is displayed on the Log-book tab page of the Program log-book
window in real-time mode (Figure 52).
If the Enable log-book option is off, logging is not performed and
information is not displayed on the tab page.

If the option is on, information is logged to a file named air[date].
PlayReport after launching the application. In the file name,
date is the date of the file creation displayed in the [month:
date] format, for example, air1116.PlayReport. The *.PlayReport file
structure is described in more detail in section .
The file is saved to a folder with the started FDOnAir
occurrence by default. It is possible to select another folder
for this purpose. Click on the Reports folder button to open
the standard dialog, where a folder for the file is selected.
All the logged information is displayed in real-time mode on
the Playback report tab page (Figure 53) of the Program log-book
window.

88 Important: If the Enable log-book and Enable playback reports options are on, a
folder for the files saving being specified incorrectly, the Logbook button becomes red:

, and the error message is
logged to the log-book, for example, Failed to save log: D:\USERS\
OnAir\New Folder\air1201.log.
The Send alarm messages option provides sending a message for
the external application, if an error was found when preparing
playback of a schedule in the FDOnAir application. If an
error was found when preparing a next task, a message with
information about the task start time and name and error
code is sent to the external application. If the task preparation
exceeds the time interval specified in the settings, a message
with information about the task start time and name and time
interval is sent to the external application. Maximum time of
preparing a task (in seconds), after exceeding which a warning
message is sent, is specified in the Send warning message if load
time more than field.
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The Enable playback reports option on the tab page allows you to
log and display information about all the tasks executed during
the application session. The information is necessary to control
broadcasting of all advertising materials.

Note:

For more detailed information about creating an external application
for receiving error messages, apply to the developers of the FDOnAir
application.

Settings dialog

7. Default pictures settings

Figure 45.The Default pictures settings

Default pictures are specified on the Default pictures tab page
(Figure 45). Files for pictures are selected with the help of the
standard Open dialog box, which is opened by pressing the
corresponding buttons: Default picture 1 and Default picture 2. The
specified path to the files on the disk is displayed under the
buttons.
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Figure 46. The Time options tab page

The Time options tab page parameters (Figure 46) provide
displaying the timecode and cross-fade in diverse units: in
hundredth fractions of a second, NTSC frames, PAL frames.
Possible delay time of the Wait time command is set in the Allow
Wait time be late for edit box. Otherwise, the command is referred
to the next civil day.
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8. Time settings
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9. Synchronization settings

Figure 47. The Synchronization settings

The LTC synchronization tab parameters (Figure 47) allow
you to adjust synchronization to a transmitted LTC signal
(Longitude Time Code), which should be sent to any additional
audio card, in particular, to the FD300 board audio input.
Check the Synchronize time to input LTC option to adjust the
LTC input settings parameters. In the Time difference, hours
field specify the required time difference in hours, in the
Threshold level, % field – the threshold level for time-code
identification, the recommended value is 50%.
In the Audio device drop-down list select an audio device. The
adjustment result is displayed in the Signal status field.
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Figure 48. PostPlay server settings

On the RPM tab page (Figure 48) you can adjust the PostPlay
servers that will be used when working with data from remote
storages. The Browse button opens the Browse for Computer dialog
for selecting a remote computer with the required storage.
After it is selected, its name is displayed in the field next to the
button. The Add button adds the name of a selected PostPlay
server to the list in the dialog window. The Remove button
deletes the selected computer from the list.
The Refresh button refreshes the list of the deleted PostPlay
servers.

88 Important: The process of checking remote computers status takes time,
that is why the list of PostPlay servers is refreshed slowly in
the dialog!

The state of a selected remote computer (Connected or
unavailable) is displayed in the bottom part of the dialog, for
example: The RPC server is unavailable.
Checking the Connect to remote servers at start option allows you
connecting all the remote computers in the list automatically
at the application start displaying their status icons:
– connected,

– unavailable. If the option is disabled, all the

remote storages in the list are tagged with the
icon after
the application start. To refresh their status, press the Refresh
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10. PostPlay server settings

button.
The list of remote storages is also available on the PostPlay files
page (see PostPlay files page section).
On the RPM tab page are also the Highlight and Show warning
options displaying Repeated RPM clips or Played RPM clips in
the schedule. If the Highlight option is checked, at the attempt
to repeatedly add a PostPlay clip to the schedule its name is
displayed on the pink background
, and a clip played back earlier is displayed on the red
background

. If the

Show warning option is checked, the application displays an error

Figure 49. Error message

It is possible to check both the options, in that case, the names
of the aforesaid clips are displayed on a colored background,
and an error message is displayed. The Highlight option is
checked by default.

11. Preparing video files
On the Video files preparation tab page you can adjust repetition of
preparing procedure of video files (*.avi, *.tml, *.mpg…) waiting
for broadcasting (Figure 50). Periodical repetition of preparing
video files allows you to eliminate some problems emerging at
playback of the files that have been waiting for playback for a
long time: pauses or dropping several frames at the playback
start.
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message (Figure 49) in the cases described above.

The Prepare MPEG files periodically check box allows you to switch
on/off repetition of the MPEG files preparing procedure in
specified intervals.
The Prepare other video files periodically check box allows you to
switch on/off periodically preparing video files of other types
(*.avi, *.tml).
The Start preparing video files at the latest…seconds parameter
sets how many seconds before the playback, the procedure of
preparing video files is stopped.
The Prepare video files every…minutes parameter sets an interval
between the preparing procedure of video files. Preparing will
be performed in every definite interval, more than once.

88 Important: Parameters settings depend on particular video files and

computer productivity. Default values do not take into account
the particular qualities!

12. CPU usage
On the CPU usage tab page (Figure 51) specify the limitation on
using the computer processors by the application. It allows you
to control the efficiency of the system operation.
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Figure 50. Preparing video files

Processors present in the system are marked by the check
boxes in the CPUs in system group. Processors available for the
application tasks execution are marked by the check boxes in
the CPUs enabled for program group.

88 Important: Incorrect distribution of CPUs among the applications can lead
to sharp decreasing of the system operating speed!
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Figure. 51. Distribution of processors in the system

Program Log-book

Messages about the operator’s actions, schedule playback and
some technical information for debugging are displayed on the
Log-book tab page (Figure 52) of the Program log-book window.
The information is uninterruptedly saved to the log-file (see
Log-book settings).

Figure 53. The Playback report tab page

Information about the items already played back is displayed
on the Playback report tab page(Figure 53) of the Program log-book
window. The information is uninterruptedly saved to an XML
file with the *.PlayReport extension (see Log-book settings).
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Figure 52.The log-book tab page

1. Structure of *.PlayReport file
A file with the .*PlayReport extension contains information about
the items already played back by the application. The tasks
can be of the followings types: Picture, Movie, DefaultPicture 1,
DefaultPicture 2, Video 1 – Video 6, Sound, TitlePicture, TitleMovie,
TitleScript.
An XML file has the following structure:
<?xml version=”1.0” ?>
<root TimeCodeFormat=”10ms” FrameRate=”25.00”>
<item type=”Picture” date=”2004-11-17” time=”10:32:53.46”
duration=”0:00:01.00” fadeIn=”0:00:00.10” file=”C:\Program
Files\ForwardT Software\FDTitle\FDTitle Examples\Crawl1.
tga” fadeOut=”0:00:00.00” realDuration=”0:00:01.00” error=”0”
/>

<item type=”Movie” date=”2004-11-17” time=”10:32:56.77”
duration=”0:00:02.44” fadeIn=”0:00:00.10” file=”D:\
USERS\FORWARD_T\OnAir\Samples\STUDIO.AVI”
fadeOut=”0:00:00.00” realDuration=”0:00:02.44” error=”0” />
</root>,
where the entry in brackets <item type=”Picture” date=”2004-1117” time=”10:32:53.46” duration=”0:00:01.00” fadeIn=”0:00:00.10”
file=”C:\Program Files\ForwardT Software\FDTitle\FDTitle
Examples\Crawl1.tga” fadeOut=”0:00:00.00” realDuration=”0:00:0
1.00” error=”0” /> presents full information about an item played
back (in this instance – about Picture).
Before the list of the items played back is located technical
information about the time recording format and frame
frequency of video played by the board. Each entry is started
and ended with the <item type and /> symbols.
Note:

For more details about the XML language, see http://w3.org/XML.
The description of the XDR format can be found at the following link:
http://w3.org/XML/Core/Translations.

Each entry contains the following parameters:
●● item type – type of an item in the FDOnAir application:
●● Picture – static image (see Pictures files page);
●● Movie – animated movie (see Movies files page);
●● DefaultPicture 1, DefaultPicture 2 – default pictures,
static pictures (see Background area, Pictures files
page);
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<item type=”Picture” date=”2004-11-17” time=”10:32:54.56”
duration=”0:00:01.00” fadeIn=”0:00:00.10” file=”C:\Program
Files\ForwardT Software\FDTitle\FDTitle Examples\Crawl2.
tga” fadeOut=”0:00:00.00” realDuration=”0:00:01.00” error=”0”
/>

– Video6 – video from inputs 1 – 6 (see
Background area);
●● Sound – audio (see Sound files page);
●● TitlePicture – static full-screen image with Alpha
(see Files pages for working with «old» titles);
●● TitleMovie – animated full-screen movie with Alpha
(see Files pages for working with «old» titles);
●● TitleScript – rollcrawl with Alpha (see Title objects
files page).
For example: item type=”Picture”.
date – playback start date in the year-month-date
format.
For example: date=”2004-11-17”.
time – playback start time in the hour:minute:
second.100th of second format.
For example: time=”10:32:53.46”.
duration – playback duration including cross-fade
duration in the hour:minute:second.100th of second
format.
For example: duration=”0:00:01.00”.
fadeIn – cross-fade duration between the current item
playback start and the previous item playback ending
in the hour:minute:second.100th of second format.
For example: fadeIn=”0:00:00.10”.
file – task file name and full path to it (for such objects
as Picture, Movie, Sound, TitlePicture, TitleMovie, TitleScript).
For example: file=”C:\Program Files\ForwardT Software\
FDTitle\FDTitle Examples\Crawl1.tga”.
fadeOut – cross-fade duration between the current item
playback ending and the next item playback start in
the hour:minute:second.100th of second format.
For example: fadeOut=”0:00:00.00”.
realDuration – item playback real duration in the hour:
minute:second.100th of second format.
For example: realDuration=”0:00:01.00”.
error – difference between real playback duration and
predictable playback duration in frames; equals 0 at
the application correct operation.
For example: error=”0”.
If only a part of a file is used for playback, the markIn
parameter is indicated in the entry – the start time
within the file (for such objects as Movie, Sound) in the
hour:minute:second.100th of second format.
For example: markIn=”0:00:25.00”.

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●
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●● Video1

Hot keys
Action description

Hot key

Stops script execution and displays
first default picture.
Stops script execution and displays
second default picture.
Stops script execution and displays
video from input 1.
Stops script execution and displays
video from input 2.
Stops script execution and displays
video from input 3.
Stops script execution and displays
video from input 4.
Stops script execution and displays
video from input 5.
Stops script execution and displays
video from input 6.
Activates auxiliary audio input line
(microphone).
Switches on/off all title objects
displaying.
Switches on/off logotype.
Switches on/off the assigned title
object.

F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
Ctrl+F3
Ctrl+F4
Ctrl+F5
F6

F8
F9, F10, F11, F12,
Ctrl+F9,
Ctrl+F10,
Ctrl+F11, Ctrl+F12
Switches active window.
Ctrl+Tab
Cancels script playback pause and Enter
forces the next command playback, if
it is ready.
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F7

MPEG files playback
The FDOnAir application provides playing back of video files
coded in the MPEG format. It is possible to play back MPEG
files presenting a program or elementary stream determined
by the ISO/IEC 13818-1 standard. The current version of the
application does not provide playing back of MPEG without
video streams. We checked up the software compatibility with
the MREG1/MPEG2 format data received from TMPGEnc,
Canopus ProCoder, Pinacle DC1000 and Matrox RTX1000.
To play back video files in the MPEG format, previously it is
necessary to create a file containing additional information
(index file). The file has the *.slm extension and can be obtained
with the help of the FDMPEGIndexer.exe utility included in the
ForwardT package.
You can create such an index file in two ways.
The first way. Perform the following actions:

MPEG files playback

1. Launch the FDMPEGIndexer application. The
FDMPEGIndexer dialog (Figure 54) opens.

Figure 54.The FDMPEGIndexer dialog

2. Pressing the Add MPEG Files button opens a standard dialog,
where the required MPEG files are selected. You can select
several files keeping the Shift button pressed.
3. After the files are selected, press the Open button. It adds all
the selected files to the list of indexing and displays them in
the FDMPEGIndexer application window. The Folder field
displays the path to the files folder. The current file state
is displayed on the left of each file (Figure 55). The
icon
indicates that the file has already been processed and is
ready for playback in the FDOnAir application. The
icon
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indicates that the file is being processed at the moment, and
the
icon indicates that the file waits for processing.

Figure 55.The FDMPEGIndexer dialog with files

You can create an index file in another way. Above the window
with the processed files list is displayed the current working
folder, which can be changed. The Change Folder button opens
a standard dialog for selecting an arbitrary folder on the
computer. Pressing the Index Current Folder button indexes all
the MPEG2 files located in the current folder, for which there
are no index files as yet.

MPEG files playback

Checking the Recreate index files even if they were created before
option allows you to recreate index files, even if they have
already been created next to MPEG files. Otherwise if all
the files in the selected folder are already indexed and
the option is disabled, a message that all files are already
indexed (Figure 56) is displayed at the attempt to press the
Index Current Folder button.

Figure 56. Message about indexed files

If files are already added to the list and being indexed, at the
second click on the Index Current Folder button the following
message is displayed (Figure 57).
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Figure 57. Message about files existing in the list

Under the list of files is an indicator displaying the current
state of the indexer. Its red color and the inscription Working …,
as on Figure 55, mean that not indexed files are being indexed
at the moment. Green color and the inscription Ready mean
that indexing of all the selected files is over. New files can be
added during the application session. Click Close in the right
bottom corner of the dialog to exit the application.
As a result of the application work a file with the *.slm
extension appears next to the original file.
Playing back MPEG files without a corresponding index file is
impossible, therefore at moving a video file to another folder, its index
file should be moved along with it. Index a video file again if its index
file was accidentally deleted.

Launching from the command line

Note:
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Launching from the command line
The FDOnAir application can be launched from the command
line. For this purpose, type the full path to the FDOnAir.exe file
in the command line.



Example: “C:\Program Files\ForwardT Software\OnAir\FDOnAir.exe”

88 Important: If there are spaces in the path to the file, the path must be

Restoring work after contingency

quoted.
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Restoring work after contingency
1. Restoring schedule broadcasting
The FDOnAir application provides saving information about
the current schedule (its items and course of executing) and its
restoring at start after an abnormal termination. If the setting
is specified, the restarted application automatically continues
the schedule playback according to the current time.
To adjust the correct schedule restoration after an abnormal
termination and subsequent restart, specify the /restore key in
the command line. The command of launching the application
looks thus:
“full path to the FDOnAir.exe file” /restore

Example: 1. Launch the application from the command line with the
help of the following command:

“C:\Program Files\ForwardT Software\OnAir\FDOnAir.exe” /restore

2. To launch the application through a shortcut on the
desktop, the command should be typed in the Target
field located on the Shortcut tab page (Figure 58) of the
FD300 OnAir Properties dialog. Selecting the Properties item
in the application shortcut context menu opens this dialog.

Restoring work after contingency



Figure 58. Typing the command of launching the application with the ability
to restore the schedule
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2. Application unattended startup after reboot
In case of an abnormal termination (a blackout, failures in the
OS etc.), which can cause the computer reboot, you can set the
FDOnAir application unattended startup at the Windows start.
For the automatic restoration of the schedule playback, it is
necessary to type the /restore key in the command line.

88 Important: For the application correct operation in this mode, disable the

Show Input 1 on exit option on the General tab page of the Settings

dialog (see Application General settings)!

The FDOnAir application unattended startup with automatic
schedule playback restoration can be set in the following way:

Restoring work after contingency

1. Select the Open item (Figure 59) in the Startup context menu
(main menu Start/ Programs).

Figure 59. Opening the Startup folder

2. Add a shortcut of the FDOnAir application (Figure 60)
to the opened Startup folder (its location: C:\

Documents and Settings\User_Name\Start Menu\Programs\Startup,
where User_Name – the name of the current user).
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Figure 60. The FDOnAir unattended startup setting

Simultaneous operation of several...

3. Open the shortcut context menu and select the Properties
item (Figure 60). Add the /restore key after the full path to
the application file in the Target field of the opened dialog
window (Figure 58).
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Simultaneous operation of several application occurrences on the same
FD300 board
The current version of the application provides start and
operation of several FDOnAir occurrences on the same FD300
board. At that, each of them can have a separate set of settings
(video, audio, files pages, operating mode, titles, directories, etc)
saved to the system registry.
All the started occurrences can work both with ‘old’ and ‘new’
titles created in the FDTitleDesigner application.

88 Important: When working with several FDOnAir occurrences operating in

the title server mode, all the title elements in the title projects
created in the FDTitleDesigner application must have different
values of Z order.
Only one FDOnAir occurrence can be used in the background
server mode to display live video, default pictures or AVI
files. Settings of the application operating in the background
server and title server modes are described in more detail in
Configuration settings.

To launch the application from the command line, first, type the
full path to the FDOnAir application quoted, then, after a space
– the application occurrence number (through the # symbol).

Example: “C:\Program Files\ForwardT Software\OnAir\FDOnAir.exe” #1
It’s also possible to create separate icons on the desktop to
launch each of the FDOnAir application occurrences. A right
click on such an icon opens a context menu, where the Properties
item opens the FD300 OnAir Properties dialog window (Fig. 56). In
the Target field of the dialog specify the full path to the FDOnAir
application quoted, then after a space – the application
occurrence number (through the # symbol).
If the FDOnAir occurrence number is specified in the command
line, a mouse click on the shortcut launches only that
occurrence. If the application occurrence number is not specified
in the shortcut command line, every next click on the shortcut
opens next application occurrence beginning with #1.
When working with several FDOnAir application occurrences,
the F7 Title objects On/Off (F7)

and F8 Logotype On/Off (F8)

buttons are synchronized (see Overlay area), that is why
a logotype must be assigned only in one FDOnAir application
occurrence. Pressing the F8 button switches on/off the assigned
logotype, and pressing the F7 button enables/disables title
objects displaying simultaneously in all the application
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Appendix

occurrences. At that different files with title projects can be
loaded to the different FDOnAir application occurrences.
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Appendix
1. FDOnAir schedule files
1.1. Creating a schedule and saving it to a file
The FDOnAir application provides saving/loading a schedule
to/from a file. A saved schedule presents an ordinary text file
with the *.air extension, each line of which presents an item in
the FDOnAir application.
An example of a schedule created in FDOnAir is given in
Figure 61. It is intended for serial playback of two images in
the TGA format and two clips in the AVI format.

Figure 61. Schedule example 1

According to the schedule, 2 images from graphics files of 3
seconds each must be broadcast alternating with each other at
cross-fade duration of 0.1 seconds, and 2 clips from AVI files
– at cross-fade duration of 0.2 seconds.
To save the schedule to a file, press the Save schedule
button located among the schedule control buttons in the
application main window. The Save As standard dialog opens.
Specify the schedule file name in the dialog, for example,
TimeTable1.
If you open the created TimeTable1.air file in any text editor,
for example, in the standard Notepad.exe program, the saved
schedule looks like this:
wait operator
picture 0:00:03.00 [0.10] D:\Samples\pictures\1001.TGA
movie 0:00:09.00 [0.20] D:\Samples\Video\slides0.avi
movie 0:00:48.12 [0.20] D:\Samples\Video\Figur.avi

The list contains commands with the following parameters:
●● wait parameter1 – wait for playback start;
●● picture duration [fadeOut] FileName – static image
displaying;
●● movie duration [fadeOut] FileName – movie playback.
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picture 0:00:03.00 [0.10] D:\Samples\pictures\1002.TGA

The parameters of the commands are described at full length in
section .
Figure 62 gives an example of the FDOnAir schedule described
above but having more complicated structure. It contains a
command of switching on logotype when playing movies, a
command of schedule looping, and a command of playing back a
part of an AVI file – the first nine seconds.

Figure 62. Schedule example 2

The schedule is saved to a file named TimeTable2.air in the way
described above. In a text editor it looks like this:
wait follow
picture 0:00:03.00 [0.10] D:\Samples\pictures\1001.TGA
picture 0:00:03.00 [0.10] D:\Samples\pictures\1002.TGA
logoOn
movie 0:00:09.00 [0.20] D:\Samples\Video\slides0.avi
movie <0:00:01.00> 0:00:09.00 [0.20] D:\Samples\Video\Figur.avi
repeat script

The list of the schedule also contains the following commands:
●● wait parameter1 – wait for playback start (with the
follow parameter);
●● picture duration [fadeOut] FileName – static image
displaying;
●● movie <markIn>duration [fadeOut] FileName – movie
playback (with an additional parameter <markIn>);

Appendix

and also the following commands:
●● logoOn – switching logotype on;
●● repeat parameter2 – looping command (in this case
parameter2 takes on the script value).

1.2. Loading a schedule from the file
If necessary, you can load a schedule saved earlier to a file. For
that, press the Schedules
button located in the Files pages
section of the FDOnAir application main window to open the
files page with schedule files. The paths to the folder opened
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with this button should be previously set with the help of the
Customize
and Set folder
the same files page (Figure 63).

buttons located on

Figure 63. Files page with schedule files

A double click on the file name containing a schedule loads the
schedule to the current FDOnAir schedule, if the corresponding
option is enabled on the General tab page (Figure 34,
Application General settings) of the Settings dialog. At inserting
a schedule, the parameters of commands are recalculated
according to the current time and displayed in the schedule
table.

1.3. Formats of schedule file basic commands
The formats of commands and parameters mentioned in the
examples described above, now are examined below.
The parameter1 of the wait command can take on the operator
or follow value. If the parameter1 is designated as operator, the
schedule playback is started by pressing the Start button of the
application main window.
Example: wait operator
If the parameter is designated as follow, the next command is
started after the previous one playback completion.
Example: wait follow
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wait parameter1 – wait for playback start.

picture duration [fadeOut] FileName – static image displaying.

The duration parameter sets the duration of broadcasting (in
the hours:minutes:seconds.100th of second format).
The [fadeOut] parameter – cross-fade duration between the
current image and the next item (in the seconds.100th of second
format).
The FileName parameter sets the path to the file with image.
Example: picture 0:00:03.00 [0.10] D:\Samples\pictures\1001.TGA
If a schedule and the files specified in it are saved to the same
folder, the paths to the files are specified as relative ones.
Example: picture 0:00:03.00 [0.10] 1002.TGA
movie <markIn> duration [fadeOut] FileName – movie playback.
Parameters of the movie command duplicate parameters of the
picture command taking into account the peculiarities of the

command.

The duration parameter sets duration of a movie broadcasting
(in the hours:minutes:seconds.100th of second format).
The [fadeOut] parameter – cross-fade duration between the
current movie and the next item (in the seconds.100th of second
format).
The FileName parameter sets the path to the file with the
movie.
Example: movie 0:00:09.00 [0.20] slides0.avi or
movie 0:00:48.12 [0.20] D:\Samples\Video\Figur.avi

The <markIn> parameter is set in the cases when necessary to
play back only a part of the movie. It sets the start time of the
movie playback according to the movie beginning (in the hours:
minutes:seconds.100th of second format) and is specified in the
Mark In field of the TrimEditor dialog of the FDOnAir application.
In this case, the duration parameter sets the duration of the
movie clip broadcasting.
Example: movie <0:00:01.00> 0:00:09.00 [0.20] D:\Samples\Video\
In the cases, when a movie is played back entirely, the
<markIn> parameter is equal to 0:00:00.00 and not displayed in
the schedule file by default.
logoOn – switching on logotype when playing the current item.

Logotype settings should be previously specified by checking
the corresponding options on the Title objects tab page of the
Settings dialog.
repeat parameter2 – looping command.
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Figur.avi

The parameter2 of the command can be designated as block or
script. If it is set as block, the specified schedule block is looped.
Example: repeat block
If the parameter is set as script, the entire schedule is looped.
Example: repeat script

88 Important: Only several basic commands of a schedule file are described
in this section. To create a more complicated schedule, it
is recommended to previously create it in the FDOnAir
application and then save to a file in order to subsequently
examine and change it.

1.4. Commands list
Upper-case and lower-case letters are not discriminated
between in the key words of commands.
Auxiliary commands. Are inserted before the commands
corresponding to bits in the schedule
LogoOn – switch logotype on.
Logoff – switch logotype off.
TitlingOn – enable titles.
TitlingOff – disable titles.

Block commands
wait operator Any comment – block start. The schedule playback
is started by pressing the Start button.
wait follow Any comment – block start. The schedule is

continuously played back.

wait time 12:00:00.00 [5.00] Any comment – block start. Passive

waiting. The schedule waits for the specified start time. The
value in square brackets is ignored, but should be specified in
the required format.
Active waiting. If a schedule is long, the command waits for
the specified time. If the application reaches the specified time
during the previous block playback, the block is stopped and the
next one is started. The duration enough to prepare the next
command is specified in seconds in square brackets.
repeat block – repeat the current block.
repeat script – repeat the entire schedule.

Connection commands
shout Some command string – send a command to any recipient.
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wait time 12:00:00.00 [5.00] active Any comment – block start.

waitshout Some command string – send a command to any recipient

until someone answers 1.

gpishout GPI8 {GPI_On_COM1_0_Output} : Meaningful command name

– send a GPI signal with a specified identifier (number after
GPI is not signed).

gpiwaitshout GPI7 {GPI_On_COM1_0_Input} : Meaningful command
name – wait for a GPI signal with a specified identifier (number

after GPI is not signed).
Video commands

video1 0:00:01.00, video 2 0:00:01.00 [0.10], video 3 0 [0.10] – display

the input video. The duration sets an interval for the next
command playback start. Zero duration can be specified as a
single 0 figure. The value in square brackets sets the cross-fade
duration and can be absent.
default1 0:00:01.00
default2 0:00:01.00 [0.10] – display default picture. The duration

sets a time interval for the following command playback start.
Zero duration can be specified as a single 0 figure. The value in
square brackets sets the cross-fade duration and can be absent.
picture 0:00:01.00 [0.10] File name (relative or absolute) – display

a file with a still. The duration sets a time interval for the next
command playback start. Zero duration can be specified as a
single 0 figure. The value in square brackets sets the cross-fade
duration and can be absent.
movie <0:00:01:00> 0:00:11.00 [0.10] File name (relative or

absolute)

movie <0:00:01:00> (0:00:11.00) [0.10] File name (relative or

absolute)

movie 0:00:11.00 [0.10] File name (relative or absolute)

a file with movie (AVI, MPEGs or TML (AV Studio project)).
The timecode specified in square brackets is an auxiliary mark.
The duration in round brackets means that the next command
should not wait for the current command playback completion.
The value in square brackets sets the cross-fade duration and
can be absent. If the mark is set, the movie part is limited by
the file duration. If the mark is absent, the duration is replaced
by the file real duration.
rpmfragment 0:00:11.00 [0.10] Fragment name {7EAE7488-F7FC-4634A932-97C3FC1979D1}
rpmfragment (0:00:11.00) Fragment name {7EAE7488-F7FC-4634-A93297C3FC1979D1} – display a PostPlay clip. Here marks are not

supported, but in future versions of the application timecode
will be subject to specifying in square brackets. The duration in
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movie (0:00:11.00) File name (relative or absolute) – play back

round brackets means that the next command does not wait for
the current command playback completion. The value in square
brackets sets the cross-fade duration and can be absent. The
real duration and clip name will be inquired from the PostPlay
server with the help of GUID.
Audio commands
sound <0:00:01:00> (0:00:11.00) File name (relative or absolute)
sound 0:00:11.00 File name (relative or absolute) – play back

an audio file (WAV or TML (AV Studio project)). The timecode
specified in square brackets is an auxiliary mark. The duration
in round brackets means that the next command does not wait
for the current command playback completion. If the mark is
set, the movie part is limited by the file duration. If the mark is
absent, the duration is replaced by the file real duration.
soundOff 0:00:01.00 – stop audio file playback. The duration

sets a time interval for the next command playback start. Zero
duration can be specified as a single 0 figure.
Full-screen titles commands
titlePicture 0:00:01.00 [0.10] File name (relative or absolute) – play

back a file with titles. The duration sets a time interval for the
next command playback start. Zero duration can be specified as
a single 0 figure. The value in square brackets sets the crossfade duration and can be absent.
titleMovie 0:00:11.00 [0.10] File name (relative or absolute)
titleMovie (0:00:11.00) File name (relative or absolute) – play back

a title movie (AVI or TML (AV Studio project)). The duration in
round brackets means that the next command does not wait for
the current command playback completion. The value in square
brackets sets the cross-fade duration and can be absent. The
duration can be replaced by the file real duration.
titleScript 0:00:11.00 [0.10] File name (relative or absolute)

a script file with titles (*.spt). The duration in round brackets
means that the following command does not wait for the
current command playback completion. The value in square
brackets sets the cross-fade duration and can be absent. The
duration can be replaced by the file real duration.
titleOff 0:00:01.00

titleOff 0:00:01.00 [0.10] – disable fulls-screen titles. The duration

sets a time interval for the next command playback start. Zero
duration can be specified as a single 0 figure. The value in
square brackets sets the cross-fade duration and can be absent.
Title objects commands
titleObjLoad {ObjectName} 0:00:17.64 [0.10] File name (relative or
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titleScript (0:00:11.00) File name (relative or absolute) – play back

absolute)
titleObjLoad {ObjectName} (0:00:17.64) File name (relative or
absolute) – load the task file to a title object. The status of a
looped object is not changed. The state of a not-looped object
is set as On. The duration in round brackets means that the
next command does not wait for the current command playback
completion. The value in square brackets sets the cross-fade
duration and can be absent. The duration can be replaced by
the file real duration or by zero for a looped object.
titleObjReset {ObjectName} 0 – load a null task to a title object.
titleObjOn {ObjectName} 0:00:03.64, titleObjOff {ObjectName} 0:00:03.64
[0.10] – set the object state at On or Off. The duration sets

a time interval for the next command playback start. Zero
duration can be specified as a single 0 figure. The value in
square brackets sets the cross-fade duration and can be absent.
titleObjWait {ObjectName} 0:00:05.00 – wait for a not-looped object

playback completion. The duration sets a time interval for the
next command playback start before the current one playback
completion.
Other commands
pauseAllFinish 0:00:05.00 – wait for playback completion of all

commands except the title objects. The duration sets a time
interval for the next command playback start before the current
one playback completion.
pause 0:00:01.00 – set a pause. The duration sets a time interval

for the next command playback start. Zero duration can be
specified as a single 0 figure.
auxOn 0:00:01.00, auxOff 0:00:01.00 – switch on/off auxiliary

audio input. The duration sets a time interval for the next
command playback start. Zero duration can be specified as a
single 0 figure. Commands are grouped into blocks. Each block
begins with a wait condition command and ends with the block
summary information line. The commands within a block are
executed in series.
Some of the commands are described in more detail in the
following section.
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2. Playing an AVI file along with audio located in a separate WAV file
Some programs, for example, applications working with the
Matrox board, record audio and video data into separate files
when recording a movie. The FDOnAir application provides
playing audio data from a separate WAV file along with the
movie in the following cases:
1. FileName.AVI + FileName.WAV
2. FileName.AVI + FileName.A1.WAV
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3. FileName.AVI + (FileName.A1.WAV+FileName.A2.WAV)
The FDOnair application automatically plays audio when playing the
movie if the audio file name coincides with the AVI file name, and
they are located in the same folder.

Appendix

Note:
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Useful Links
http://www.softlab-nsk.com/forward/docs.html
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